[Abstract] The ability to transfer DNA via direct cell-to-cell contact-dependent process similar to conjugation has been described in Thermus thermophilus (Tth). Here, we detail the mating experiment protocol involving the lateral transfer of thermostable antibiotic resistance markers (i.e., kanamycin: Km R ; hygromycin: Hyg R ) between Thermus cells, enabling the selection and quantification of the transfer frequencies. Briefly, liquid cultures of both mates are mixed and laid onto a nitrocellulose filter on a TB plate. After incubation at 60 °C, filters are resuspended upon selective plating. The contribution of DNA uptake by transformation is abolished by the addition of DNase I to the mix. This protocol can be used for the transfer of large DNA fragments (> 10 kb) to Thermus species.
Donor and recipient
humidity. An example is provided in the photographs beneath (Figure 1 ). Thermus plates. Place a piece of paper soaked with Thermus water and a bottle cap filled with the same water on the bottom of the chambers to maintain high humidity.
Procedure
A schematic summary is also provided underneath (Figure 2 ). Note: Room temperature TB medium can also be employed for resuspension.
b. Mix both mates and gently vortex for 5 sec.
Note: The purpose for vortexing is just to enhance the mixing. It should not be vigorous nor prolonged to avoid harnessing the cells.
c. Lay the cell mix on a sterile nitrocellulose filter which had been placed on a non-selective pre-warmed TB agar plate.
Note: A pre-warmed plate facilitates the attachment of the cells to the filter.
Mating transfer
a. Place the TB agar plate with the cell-containing nitrocellulose filter on a heater at 60 °C for 4 h.
Note: The plate does not need to be incubated inside a humid chamber.

Mating interruption
a. Take the agar plate out from the heater and pick the filter containing the mating strains with tweezers.
b. Soak the filter in 1 ml of sterile TB medium in a microcentrifuge tube at room temperature.
Note: Pre-heated medium (~60 °C) is recommended as it fastens the detachment of the cells from the filters.
c. Vortex vigorously each tube to detach the cells from the filter. This transjugation protocol was optimized for Thermus thermophilus HB27, which shows the highest rates of cell-to-cell transfer. Less efficient strains should be incubated for longer periods or larger culture volumes employed in order to achieve reproducible data and maximize the transjugants yields.
www.bio-protocol.org/e2006 . Data can be analysed through a set of statistical procedures, as described in Blesa et al. (2015) . In general, to examine differences among frequencies of transfers, Student's t-test and Mann-Whitney U-tests may be used. Transfer efficiencies among strains tagged alike can be compared using these tests too. Besides,
Wilcoxon-tests may be used when comparing sets of transfer frequencies of different strains to assess whether the transfer frequency mean differs. When the purpose is to compare the ease for transfer a marker placed in different regions of the genome, one-way ANOVA assays will fit as differences among and within various loci transfer frequencies can be addressed using these tests. Simple linear regression test can be implemented for modelling the relationship between loci and frequency of transfer. Post-hoc Tukey and Bonferroni tests should be applied when convenient.
2. At least three independent experiments should be performed for reliable and reproducible data. 
